BILL 93-5-S
VOTING MACHINES TO BE USED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION FOR ELECTIONS
INTRODUCED: March 2, 1993

PURPOSE: For Student Government Association to use two voting machines; currently stored in Grise Hall, for any or all Western elections, for the cost of $25.00 per machine for each use.

WHEREAS: Using these voting machines will modify student election procedures; and

WHEREAS: The voting machines will demand less time on Student Government members when counting votes; and

WHEREAS: This will allow more time availability for students to vote; and

WHEREAS: These machines will allow students more privacy when voting; and

WHEREAS: These machines will increase students/voters awareness.

THEREFORE: Be it resolved that we the members of Student Government Association utilize these two voting machines in Grise Hall and find a place to store them and use them, at a cost of $25.00 per machine each time they are used in any or all elections.

AUTHORS: Ashley Means
Greg Edmonds

SPONSOR: Student Affairs
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